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Please help us welcome the newcomers!
Posted by the.guard - 19 Oct 2009 13:11
_____________________________________

Hi everyone.

Thank G-d, our forum has been experiencing an explosion of growth recently. I can't even keep
up with all the newcomers anymore, and I need your help. I notice that when a newcomer
shows up, many people greet him/her, but until I show up (sometimes a day or two later) no one
mentions the handbooks and other important tools... I guess everyone assumes that's my job.
 :D ... Well, I need your help now, please!

I posted at this link an exact copy of the standard welcoming letter than I use. Please copy the
text and paste it in a post, to welcome the newcomers.

Feel free to make additions/modifications based on each newcomers specific story / questions.

Thanks for your help!

========================================================================
====

Re: Please help us welcome the newcomers!
Posted by shemirateinayim - 14 Feb 2010 20:59
_____________________________________

great ideas!  Im mostly computer illiterate these days, but how could we make the welcome
screen NOT come-up for every guest. I don't know about you, but I usualy clear the history of
any mention of GYE. Lest anyone see what I do online, or used to do.    So every time I come-
ontot he site, I won't have a cookie that shows it isn't my frist time, and I'll have to see the
welcome screen. and whereas i anyway have to log in, it seems that we have a 3:1 ratio of
guest to users, at any given time (mybe 2:1). So all those guests/regulars will have to deal with
the intro screen.   

========================================================================
====
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Posted by jewinpain - 22 Mar 2010 20:23
_____________________________________

hey guys even JIP whos no longer a nebie, gets confused on this thread, so did we come to a
comclusion what we do with nebie's

========================================================================
====

Re: Please help us welcome the newcomers!
Posted by frumfiend - 12 May 2010 03:18
_____________________________________

Why should the guard wait with his welcome package untill the guy posts? When the guard
aproves his user name just send it in thte aproval Email. This will save double work.

========================================================================
====
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